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rrm ECONOMIC MAar OF RE!\'D'lE SEl:ssmG DATA AS 'mE

SOURCE OF NONPOINl' POIlmION MONI'roRmG AND CONTROL 1

W. L. M111er2

~
Nonpoint pollution of streams with sediment as a result of runoff from alternative uses of

land has become a socially unacceptaUle product of econcxnic activity as accessed by society cur-

rently. This report describes a research approach to econanically achieve correction of the non.
po:l:nt pollution problem. The research approach integrates the economic model with those data
which rI'Gy be obtainable from renotely sensed sources.

The economic problem involves neasurement of the direct benefits and costs associated with the
changes in land ~nt activities necessary to reduce the level of nonpoint pollution. These
costs and benefits reflect changes in the net revenue of firms. adopt~gthe new management acti-
vities and the firms which incur alterations in the dam'3ge they received from either flooding or
sediment depositiOI1t In addition it is jjnportant to recognize the indirect economic impact on
incane and employment levels of those f:1ms not directly affected by the change in managementpractices.

Remote:).y sensed data frcm ERTS-l my provide s~ of the inforn1ation required for the econonItc
lr¥:Jdel which indicates efficient solutions to the nonpoint pollution problem. TlU'ee classes of
data, i.e. soil categories, vegetative cover, and water turbidity, ~ve the poteQt;ial to be measured
by ~S-l systems. There is substantial research which irXlicates the ability of ERTS-l data to
~~-tbese classes of data under selected conditions.- Cer'tain !:!:in1tat:l.ons pres~ly riii3ke it
g;!.t:!:!g!lJ.:\; to app1.y yheBet~1:nliques on a -~ge sca1e~~! it~be;y' are O~9~ ~e s~ may
provide a substantial annunt of the data required to m3ke efficientmana,gement dec:ts~ons to ~
nonpo:tnt pollution. '

IntrodU£'!::!on

Nonpaj,nt pollution of streams with sedjJnent as a result of runoff from alternative uses of land
is a socially unacceptaole product of economic activity in our present day society. The Federal
Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 indicate tha.t each state will need to develop a plan
to control nonpoint pollution. This will inClUde measures to reduce sedjJnent levels in waterways.
Correction of the sedjlrent problem nay contribute to a partial solution of the nutrient problem to
the extent tha.t nutrients are attached to the soil particles. Since society through its elected
representatives ha.s indicated a desire to correct this problem, it is jJnportant to achieve these
corrections in an economically efficient rrmmer in order to reduce the social cost am hence the
tax burden on the citizen.

""This paper was presented at the Ninth International Symposium on Rarote Sensing of Emi"iI'onment held
on April 15-19 in Ann Arbor. Michigan. This research has supported in part by NASA Grant OOL-15-
005-112 to the Laboratory for Applications of Rerrote Sensing. Purdue University. West Lafayette.
Indiana .

~e author is Associate Professor of Agricutuural Economics at Purdue University, West Lafayette,
Indiana. The autror expresses his appreciation to Roger Hoffer, John Gordon, BOb Jones, and Joe
Gill for their suggestions for :Improvement of this paper. JoAm Mullen assisted in the literature
review and editorial corrections. All errors and orrmissions renainllJg in the paper are the sole
responsibility of the author.



This report describes a research approach to economically achieve correction of the nonpoint 
pollution problem. The research approach integrates the economic model with those data which may be 
obtainable through renntely sensed sources. The model reqUires information on both the benefits and 
the costs of alternative methods to correct the agricultural sources of the nonpoint pollution prob
lem. This paper is divided into three sections. Section One describes the physical and economic 
system which must be understood to determine what benefits and costs should be measured to assess 
the economic consequences of achieving lower levelsl of nonpoint pollution. Section '!Wo discusses 
the role of rerootely sensed data in providing pa,r:t. of the information required td identify. measure. 
and monitor the problem. Section Three ·describes the economic subsystem and the i-etootely sensed 
data which have been selected to complete a detailed economic study. 

The Physical and Economic System Interrelationships 

The physical system is illustrated in Figure 1. The s:l.mplified physical system presenl!.ed does 
not include' detailed roodeling of the hydrologic cycle. such as the relationship anong precipitation. 
evaporation. transpiration. and percolation. '1'he?&.physical IlOdels have been presentedli;!.n detail 
elsewhere and their inclusion here would add to the complexity of the illustration without adding 
to the clarity of presentation or, the economic relationships. The simplified physical system 
suggests that precipitation falls on a variety of vegetative cover situations. This vegetative 
cover is managed in alternative ways. and it is located on a variety of soil types and slopes. AJ3 
a result the subsequent runoff problem varies under different combinations of soil types. vegetative 
cover and management practices. Nearly every study undertaken to correct this sediment runoff prob
lem involves same modification of vegetative cover or management practices to reduce soil losses 
and consequently sediment levels in the streams. These are the policy variables which can be 
adjusted roost readily to achieve the desired reduction in sediment. (Another approach to control 
runoff. 1. e. weather modification. will not be discussed here.) 

Figure 2 describes the nonpo:lnt pollution control system and the direct economic impacts. The 
correction of the problem of sed:iment runoff requires several steps and each of tIese steps involves 
certain costs. The first step involves deterfidnation of the exact relationship between the parame
ters of (1) vegetative cover. (2) soil type and slope, and (3) management practices and the sediment 
levels in waterways. This information may be obtained from sources which will be discussed in IlOre 
detail in Section '!Wo. The second step would involve interaction between agencies of government 
and private citizens to reacfi policy deciSions about what changes in the policy variables should be 
encouraged to reduce sed:iment in streams. This might involve establishing suBsidies or taxes to 
encourage adoption of the appropriate prectices. For example, current Agricultural Stabilization 
and Conservation Service cost sharing policies encourage adoption. Af'ter the selection of these 
guidelines :Information would need to be disseminated to inform people about the IlOSt appropriate 
actions to correct the problem. 

The third step may be the JT¥:)st costly part of the correction process because it involves the 
direct cost to the firm and/or consumer which occurs where land uses and management practices are 
altered to reduce sediment runoff. The fourth step involves checking to determine tIe extent to 
which firms have adopted the recommended practices. and assessing the changes in sed:iment load that 
have occurred as a result of this adoption. The last step invOlves the cost of corrective action 
required to encourage further adoption of appropriate practices. It may include a feedback loop 
which results in modification of the original guidelines as a result of prob,lems incurred in encour
aging adoption. These steps include all the economic costs which must be determined to assess the 
total direct costs of alternative meth:xls to control nonpoint pollution. 

When these costs are incurred they result in direct economic :impacts which must be assessed to 
determine social benefits. The first economic :l.mpact indicated in Figure 2 involves the changes in 
net revenue that occur for firms adopting policies which reduce nonpoint pollution. For example. 
if a firm switches land use in a field from com production to grass. this results in lmler revenue 
while reducing sediment runoff from the land. other· changes in management practices may result in 
jncreases in revenue to the firms. Both increasing and decreasing revenue must be accounted for to 
analyze the change in net benefits. In addition to changes that occur for the individual firm IlOSt 
directly involved in changing policy parameters, there are external effects of the policy action on 
downstream danage functions. The mst closely related change occurs in the damage functions affect
ing human health, sedimentation, aquatic life, and aesthetic characteristics as the sedi.nent level 
is reduced. The re::julting reductions in the damage functions constitutes direct benefits of reduc
tion in sediment lo$i in streams. Another change occurs in the damage functions fran flooding which 
are inadvertently mcjdified by the policy actions taken to correct sediment runoff. For example. 
the shifting of J.an4 use from corn to gass reduces the sed:iment !'UlloIT. and also flattens :and 
delays the peak voll.jme of runoff which reduces flooding. 

In contrast to the information presented in Figure 2. FigJre 3 identifies the indirect economic 
:l.npacts of the polioy actions taken to reduce nonpoint pollution. 'Ihe f'irms directly involved in 
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IrDdification of revenues or daImge functions are not the only ones which incur econcmic changes.
There is an additional indirect iIrpact upon the incorre and enploynent in other finDS which provide
inputs or use the outputs of the fims directly affected. For example. an indirect effect of shift-
ing from com production to grass production woUld be a change in fertilizer. machinery. pesticide.
~ herbicide purchases of the firm. This would change the net revernle of the !'inns prqciucing these
~uts. S:1In1lar::!..l,. the firm purchasing com or grass could incur changes in their net revenue
because changes might occur in the quantityand/or price of these products. The net-change in
social welfare involves a comparison of the change in the sum of direct and indirect costs to the
direct an:l indirect Benefits.

Feedback loops occur as indicated in Figure 3 which increases the conplenty of the indirect
impact system. FeedB~; looP a involves changes in the price arxi availability of inputs to firms
directly involved in policy varial>le changes. Feedback loop b relates to the changes in ~loyment
and ~s for firms affected by theexterna.1ities involved in sedjment damage function redUction.
Feedback loop c involves net revenue Char1geS for firms involved in construction in the floodplains
and other firms impacted by a reduction in the flood danege function. Generally the feedback loops
are not measured due to the difficulty of developing a conplete general equilibrium !lr:)del or theeconomic system. .-"

Agricultural Management Practices

Since a substantial portion of' the direct cost of' changjJJg ~nt practices to ~ce soil
loss occurs f'or the irxiiv1dua1 f'inn (illustrated as step three in Figure 2) it is approF;I.s:t~ to
brieny consider the jmpact of' these changes on sediment and cost. A number of studies haVe been
cOllpleted which show the relationship of the vegetative cover and management practices to soil loss.
Table 1 sUlllm.rizes research on this relationship by Ianen arxi Moldenhauer [6J. Note that a vege-
tati ve cover of continuous grass-alf'alfa sod gives soil loss levels of' only a fraction of a ton per
hectare. In con~st. corn-oats-.neadow sequence will give soil losses of from two to three tons
per hec~are depending on slope gradient arxi length. Se~nt losses from a corn-<}orn-soybean systen
is 5 to 6 t:lJles that from corn-oats-meadow. However~ by changing msnageIOOnt practices to ileave two
to six tons per hectare of residue on the laxn it is possible ,to sub~tantially reduce soil loss.

lIt.Ilching or leavjng residue on crop larxi is only one of tre manageJrent practices that have been
used to reduce soil loss. Other practices which have given very good results in decreasing sed1nent
are ridge ,planting, till-planting, otrer minjJlnJm tillage or no-tillage practices and terracing.
Sonr: of these system-, require fewer numbers of field operations which lower the cost per hectare.

For Sale practices, infornation is available on the ef'fect of management practices on operating
costs as well as on soil loss. Table 2 summarizes data from several studies of operation costs.
For exanple, if' wheel-track planting is used, costs are slightly less than for conventional methods I

and a good reduction in soil loss is obtained. Costs for no-tillage systems are less than eitrer
conventional or ~el-track planting arJJ. soil loss is only a SIJRll percentage of that resulting
!'ran conventional practices (though even with conventioW tillage soil loss is not high in this
particular area.).

The operating costsper acre only measure part of the direct economic impact of these ~nt
practices. It is necessary to examine the changes in yield which results from different practices.
because this affects the revenue of' the farm f:1Ims. The net revenue change to the farm fim takesinto consideration both changes in costs ani revenue. -

Raootely'~nsed ~ta for System Input InfornJation

Raootely sensed data rre.y be helpful to provide information inputs for three of the steps (1,
2, and 4) indicated in Figure 2 ~ to correct the sed.1lrent pollution problem. These steps include
the initial establisbnent of the relationship between sed1ment Tevels in streams and land manage-
ment activities in the watershed. This is the micro physical relationship which rrIlSt be measured
in order to determine what the exact jJJPact of changing management practices will be upon the
sediment load in the stream or lake. The second step where rem:>tely sensed data might be used
involves the nDre nBcro description of land use in a watershed. Through identification of the crops
being produced and the acreage devoted to each it is possible for policy makers to assess the
m'3.gnitude of change which can occur' when a specific management practice for a particular crop is
introduced in the watershed. The fourth step where remotely sensed data might be helpful involves
nDnitoring the changes that occur in the watershed to see if modifications need to be m9de in the
incentive systems initially established to encourage adoption of the sediIlent reducing practices.

~tely sen,sed data sources may provide .infornJation about three aspects of the i problem which
are jJrportant jn controlling sed:!Jrent levels jn water. Previous research suggests vegetative cover
arxl soil categories !ray be detennined ranotely under certain conditions. Furt~re. the sed:!Jrent
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levels m lakes have been measured with ERl'S-1 data. Remotely sensed data may be particularly 
useful·.for two of these three aspects. Le. vegetative cover and sediment m the water. The con
stantly changing nature of' the sediment level m the water and the vegetative canopy suggest that 
these aspects of' the problem need repeated up-aating of' information. The soil type.m contrast. 
needs to be determ:lned only once and no up-aating is required. Figure 4 illustrates the relation
ship between these types of' information and the problem. . 

Remote Sensing of' Vegetative Cover 

The use of' rem:>tely sensed data for measuring the nature and extent of' vegetative cover IIl8.Y' be 
the most useful application for the nonpomt pollution problem. It is useful not only in determin
ing the potential soil losses that may occur in a watershed, but it serves a second role in monitor
ing the adoption of' practices to reduce nonpoint pollution. Several researcllers have reported the 
use of ERTs-l f'or assessment of'vegetative cover. 

Horton and Heilman [3] working m Soutneastem South Dakota did digital analysis of' August 15 
ERI'S-l :imagery m selected areas of' bands 4. 5, b and 7. They f'ound that it was possible to dis
tfugu1sh between corn and soybeans by using bands 6 and 7. 

In Southwestern Michigan, Saf'ir, et.al.[lOJ used an ERTS-l !'rame collected on August 25. Major 
crops were reaching maturity at this point and forests had a dense canopy. They f'ound the recog
nition process to be successf'ul f'or each type of vegetation with a dense green canopy-in this 
casef'orests. corn and soybeans. Bare soil was also recognizable as a category but recognition of' 
species was dif'f'icult in senescent vegetation. This points up one dif'ficulty in remote sensing of' 
vegetative cover. Since accuracy of clasSification depen;is on the stage of' growth, optimum times 
for collecting data will vary !'rom one species to the next. 

Bauer and C1pra [1] point out m relation to their crop identif'ication work m Northern 
IUmois, "One of' the :l:!np<!>I'tant ;advantages of' corrputer processing of'multispectral scanner data is 
that data f'rom two or more dates can be mcluded m the same analysis ••• In many cases the addi
tion of' temporal information m this manner can be expected to ~rove classification perf'ormance." 
In their study, Bauer & C1pra covered a 2000 sq. mi area and by using temporal and spatial data m 
addition to the spectral information were able to achieve :1nproved results. They distingy.ished 
three classes: corn, soybeans, and other, and found the temporal analysis with August,' September > 

and October data markedly :inproved recognition of' "other". 

Detection of f'ield conditions which might be helpful m determining management practices seems 
to be more dif'ficult.pohnson and Coleman [4J, working m llJ1perial Valley, California, used se
quential ERI'S-l :imagery taken on August 26, October 1 and November 6, to identify several f'ield 
,~onditions: growing crops, wet soil seeded crops, plowed soil,. bare soil, and harvested stubble. 
'l'heir results m large irrigated fields is more difficult to' replicate when small irregular f'ields 
are encountered in other regions of the country. Care must be taken m recognizing the problems 
of' using remotely sensed data in an operational mode on a large scale. However, there is potential 
for using it f'or vegetative cover Identification on a large scale. 

Remote Sensing of Turbidity 

Measurements of turbidity levels m large water bodies have been achieved with ERl'S-l data. 
Turbidity measurements may not provide as much detail as required smce it does not necessarIly 
separate the organic !'rom the inorganic particles in suspension. In addition, the size of soil 
particles in the inorganic portion of the turbidity level rnay not be identified by the remote~ 
sensed data. These problems make the current application of ERl'S-ldata on turbidity to :the problem 
of' nonpomt pollution rather dif'f'icult. However, some applications of' ERl'~-2- data to measuring 
the turbidity levels have been indicated 'in recent publications. Data !'rom several ERl'S=.1 passes 
wereused by Weisblatt. et.al. [12J to measure turbidity m Galveston and Trinity Bay, Texas. 
They f'ouro that MSS channels 5 and 6 yielded the most accurate measurements of' turbidity in the 20 
to 120 ppm range. Yarger, et.al., [13J working on two reservoirs m Kansas has achieved reliable 
prediction of suspended loads up to goo ppm with ERl'S-1 data !'rom 23 cloud-!'ree passes. In 
analysing their data they found that MSS band ratios were superior to absolute levels in measuring 
the sediment. 

Remote Sensing of Soil Categories 

Dif'ferent soil categories exhibit spectral dif'ferences which are due to moisture content. 
texture, organic matter content and other chemicaLphysicaJ. properties. Research by Cipra [2] 
mdicated four to six groupings of soil associations could be delmeated on ERl'S-l :imagery in 
Tippecanoe County, Indiana. In general band 7 gave more soils inforrmtion than band 5. Data 
collected when the ma::dmum percentage of. soil is without cover and in a !'reshly tilled 



state provides the best results in delineating these groups.

The soil category infonmtion available presently !'ran ER1'S-],~coul~ be helpful when IOOre
detailed infornation on soil type !laS not available !'ran other sources. Since tiE soil type does
not change once it ~ been identified that infonmtion can be utilized to indicate potential
acreage of different management practices. crop rotation. ard crop species \'t1ich could be utilized
in a watershed.

Spec1f'icEconOIriic Subm:xiel

To determine the direct econanic impact of' alternative control practices it is necessary to
specify the social value of' land mnage!lent practices. The direct costs of' institutit:1g the manage-
!lent practices are a !'unction of the size of the operation. the prices of the f'actors of production
and the volume of productive factors utilized. The chaI)ges in gross revenue to the f'irms adopting
new nanagement practices vary due to cl:!lnatic corxiitions. sol1 type. yield. and the prices received
for the product produced. Since certain nmlagel!ent practices are restricted to particular sol1
associations and/or slopes their adoption is influenced by the number of acres with these charac-
teristics in the watershed.

Uroer these corxiitions an economic ml:xiel requires certain characteristics to appropriately
describe the problem. It should be a nultip1e objective Ir[)del which permits comparison of the
changes in net revenue which occur when soil losses are reduced. This can be ac~eved'in a linear
prograImling framework with an objective function of net economic benefits and constraints which
include the s~nt loss and acreages of land suitable for d1ffe~nt managenent practices. The
stochastic nature of the problem is introduced through variable yields which affect both the eco-
nomic value of individual nanagenent activities entering the objective function and the soi110ss
per hectare in the constraints.

Economic llPdels with so~ of these characteristics have been developed and applied to s:1Jnilar
problems by other researchers. Ka:iser, et.al. [5J developed a linear progr-almling llPdel to analyze
alterna.tive plans for the management of range resources. Thejr objective f\1nction was to minjJnize
the cost of management while achieving levels of environmental quality specified ~ priori as' cop-
straints jn the llPdel. Miller aID Byers [7J developed a linear progranliling llPdel with the net
revenue of agricultural firms as the objective function. This tlDdel was used to develop trade-off
.functions between soil loss aID net revenue for the firms located in the watershed. Narayanan and
Swanson [9J applied a linear programnj11g nodel to agricultural firms in a 1200 acre watershed to
determine thejr response to alternative levels of runoff control. Work by these researchers
indicate the feasibility of applying linear progr-aImIing tlDdels to nonpoint pollution problans.

Economic research is urxierway at the laboratory for Applications of RaIX)te Sensing at Purdue
University which :Incorporates 'the desirable physical arxi economic characteristics described al:ove.
Rerootely sensed data is bej,ng utilized where appropriate ,to provide some of the data required for
this research. The model includes the stochastic nature of the yield variability, as ~ll as the
usual nonstochastic parameters. The economic model is being applied to agricultUral operat~ons in
Benton and Owen Counties :In Irdiana. Since these two counties have different soil types, vegetative
cover, farm sizes. crop yields, and management practices. comparison of the two counties indicates
changes that occur in activities in the optjImm! systan design. It will permit assessment of the
rlJagnitude of change from current practices which will be necessary to achieve alternative levels of
reduction in nonpoint pollution. The model is currently being run to provide insights into both

of tlEse issues.
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T~ I. F~~~TED' SOn. LOSSES FOR SELEarED CROPPING SY~ Am SLOPE CHARAarERISrICS.a

--SlO~_Lengthand Gradient
Three Percent Slope Nine Percent Slope

Cropping systems 120 ro. 60 ro. 60 ro. 40 ro.
h Le h

tri'C Ton per
Fallow ..212.ti --168.0
Corn-COrn-Soybean

No surface residue b 29..1 11.2 76.2 35.8
2.2-3.4 Metric TonsrHect~ Residueb 22.4 9.0 60.5 29.1
4 .5-6.7 Metric Tons/Hectare Residue 15.7 6.7 42.6 20.2

Corn-Oats-MeadowC 4.5 2.2 13.4 6.7
Continuous Grass-Alfalfa Sod 0.2 0.1 0.9 0.4

a[6J
b
Surface residue covers 66% of the soil.

cResldue plowed under for corn.

TABLE II. COSTS AND REDUCTIONS IN SOn. LOSS. FOR D~~ AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT PRAarICES.a

Wheel-track
PlantingConvent ional Till Plant No Tillage

Annual Cost
of r"a.chinery $23.200 $23.200 $22.500 $22,000

Operating Costs
$/H.ectare 401.94 399.67407.20 404.34

AIrount of Soil
wss Carpared
with Conventional
Tillage (%)

b
24.1%c
56.3%Ji
84.6~

35.3%e 2.0%e
6.4%e

100%

a[8J
bIn Fayette County, Wisconsin; cultivated.
c In Russell County, IrDiana; cultivated.
dIn Russell County, Indiana; no cultivation,

eIn Br-idgeport County, Nebraska.
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